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Application & Admission
/en/eucs/application-admission/
Relevance: 43%

Head of Studies Listen Prof. Dr. Anne Reichold Tel.: +49 461 805 2209 Fax:

Semester abroad
/en/eucs/information-for-students/semester-abroad/going-abroad/semester-abroad/
Relevance: 43%

Semester abroad Listen Study at partner universities within Europe: Erasmus+ information, counseling, application and allocation of plac

Finance
/en/eucs/information-for-students/semester-abroad/going-abroad/finance/
Relevance: 43%

When planning to go abroad you should look into ways of financing your stay and deadlines for applications at an early stage. Here is a short overview of some funding opportunities.

Career Prospects
/en/eucs/about-ba-eucs/career-prospects/
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Examples Considering that the B.A. EUCS is highly interdisciplinary, it enables students to mold and shape the program to their preferences to create an outcome best fit for them. Here are some

About BA EUCS
/en/eucs/about-ba-eucs/
Relevance: 43%

Head of Studies Prof. Dr. Anne Reichold Direktorin Tel.: +49 461 805 2209

At a glance
/en/studying-change-ma-transformation-studies/course-overview/at-a-glance/
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Transformation Studies (M.A.) Listen Key Facts Key Facts Academic qualification Master of Arts (M.A.)
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